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Abstract

This paper investigates the atomic scale buckling of diamond carbon coatings on silicon substrate caused by residual stresses
in two orthogonal directions. It was found that different buckling patterns occurred when the ratio of the residual stresses in the
two directions were changed. The size of wrinkles increased on going from uniaxial to biaxial compression of the residual stress
fields. A telephone-cord like buckling mode took place when the residual stresses were bi-axially equal.
� 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Coatings have industrial applications in many engi-
neering components. Both soft and hard coatings can
inhibit adhesion between the substrate and the counter
face resulting in decreased wear. They may also make
surface defects less harmful by moving crack initiation
sites from the surface down to subsurface regions, thus
improving the performance of the substrate.
Carbon coatings on silicon substrates are very com-

mon. Various techniques such as chemical vapour dep-
osition (CVD) and pulse laser deposition are being used
to deposit carbon on to siliconw1x. Depending on the
technique and conditions, either amorphous carbon films
or diamond-like carbon films can be produced, of which
the latter exhibit high density, extreme hardness, high
thermal conductivity, chemical inertness, and infrared
transparency. However, the films often suffer from adhe-
sion problems—partially or totally delaminated at the
interface or in the substrate due to high compressive
stressesw2–13x. For example, Freller et al.w3x showed
that when the compressive stress in a film exceeds the
ultimate tensile strength of the substrate, failure occurs
in the substrate. Zehnder et al.w4x reported that a film
deposited at 208C showed no evidence of failure in the
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bulk, but delaminated at the interface, all over the
sample. On the other hand, a film grown at 5008C
would adhere very well to the silicon substrate but
would delaminate when its thickness exceeds 600 nm.
Som et al.w5x studied the delamination of CVD diamond
films deposited on silicon and estimated that the biaxial
compressive stress to initiate the film buckling was 1.19
GPa.
Bucklingydelamination of a coating is unwanted in

industrial applications. Thus a fundamental understand-
ing of the stress relief patterns or buckling modes and
the stress levels at which buckling occurs is necessary.
Some very interesting buckling patterns such as tele-
phone-cord, sinusoidal wave, sinusoidal shape with extra
branches and a strings-of-beads pattern have been report-
ed in Refs.w7,9,10x. Gioia and Ortizw2x have compiled
most of these patterns in their paper on delamination of
compressed thin films. However, the studies to date
have been mainly using experimental techniques and
continuum mechanics. Although Pailthorpe et al.w14x,
McKenzie et al.w15x, and Rosenblum et al.w16x used
atomistic simulation in their studies on coating they
concentrated mainly on the energy diffusion, the struc-
ture of films and the mismatch-induced residual thermal
stresses in filmysubstrate systems.
The present study uses molecular dynamics simulation

to investigate the atomic scale buckling modes of dia-
mond carbon films deposited on silicon.
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Fig. 1. The simulation model.

Table 1
Parameters for the Morse potentialV(r )sDwe yy2a r yr( )ij 0

ij

2e xya r yr( )ij 0

Parameter Si–C

a (A )y1˚ 4.6417
D (kcal mol )y1 100.32
r (A)0

˚ 1.9475

Fig. 2. (a) A cross-section of portion of the film and substrate.(b) Sinusoidal buckling pattern of the top layer of the film inX-direction, after
releasing the uniaxial stress(s ys s0).y x

2. Simulation method

The buckling of a thin film is caused by local
compressive stresses on the film, introduced by the
coating process. Thorntonw17x pictured this process as
follows: first the incident atoms transfer kinetic energy
to the substrate and become loosely bonded ‘ad atoms’.
They then diffuse over the surface exchanging energy
with the substrate until they are either desorbed or
trapped at low energy sites of the substrate. Thus the
initial kinetic energy transfer to the substrate can induce

a tensile stress on the substrate. When the atoms diffuse
over the surface, a compressive stress can be induced
back to the coated atoms. In the present molecular
dynamics simulation, for convenience but still capturing
the nature of the residual stress generation, we apply
the tensile stresses on the substrate before placing the
coating and then release the stress with the coating on,
so that the film will undergo compressions as experi-
enced in experiment.
We focus on the deformation of a diamond carbon

coating on silicon under various stress levels with
different ratios of compressive stresses in two perpen-
dicular directions,X andY, as shown in Fig. 1. A piece
of diamond cubic silicon(1 0 0) with the control volume
of 10.3=10.3=3.8 nm (i.e. 19 unit cells=19 unit3

cells=7 unit cells), containing 21 516 atoms, was used
as a substrate. The outermost layer of the substrate
atoms with the exception of the top(1 0 0) surface was
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Fig. 3. (a) A cross-section of portion of the film and substrate.(b) Wavy buckling pattern of the top layer of the film, after releasing the biaxial
stresses(s ys f0.5).y x

thermo-stated to 300 K. The tensile stresses were applied
by forced atomic displacements at the boundary of the
control volume in the following distinct ways to uncover
the effect of stress variation in the film plane:(i) uni-
axially (along theX-direction), i.e. the stress externally
applied in Y-direction would be zero and hence the
stress ratio iss ys s0, (ii) bi-axially with less dis-y x

placement alongY-direction to give the stress ratio of
s ys f0.5, and (iii ) bi-axially with equal displace-y x

ments along bothX- andY-directions to give the stress
ratio of s ys f1. Three atomic layers of diamondy x

coating with dimensions 9.987=9.987=0.1783 nm ,3

having 4817 atoms was placed on the stressed substrate.
The coating and substrate were relaxed together for 5
Ps and then the stresses on the substrate were released
gradually.
A three-body Tersoff potentialw18,19x, which has

been used in many successful MD simulation studies
w20–24x, was used for Si–Si and C–C interactions. A
two-body Morse potential was used for C–Si interac-
tions with the parameters shown in Table 1. This

potential has been proved to be reliable in describing
C–Si, C–Cu and C–Al interactionsw23–28x. Since the
purpose of this study is to explore the deformation
patterns of the film, to facilitate the observation of the
buckling deformation, we apply sufficiently large stress-
es, much higher than the critical buckling stress meas-
ured in relevant experimentsw5,7x, provided that they
are within the elastic limit of silicon.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Observations

3.1.1. Substrate under uniaxial stress (s ys s0)y x

When subjected to a uniaxial stresss , we find thatx

the substrate of mono-crystalline silicon deforms plasti-
cally at a Cauchy stress(also known as true stress and
defined as forceycurrent area) of 16.0 GPa. Hence in
the present study the coating was placed on the substrate
pre-tensioned to 12.5 GPa at which the silicon substrate
still deforms elastically. Fig. 2a shows a cross-section
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Fig. 4.(a) A cross-section of portion of the film and substrate.(b) Telephone-cord like buckling pattern of the top layer of the film, after releasing
the biaxial stresses(s ys f1).y x

of part of the substrate and film after releasing the stress
on the substrate. The film buckled and slightly delami-
nated in some places at the film-substrate interface. The
top layer of the film viewed from the top, at a tilted
angle, is shown in Fig. 2b. This presents an interesting
buckling pattern with sinusoidal wrinkles mainly inX-
direction along which the stress applied.

3.1.2. Substrate under bi-axially unequal stresses (s yy

s f0.5)x

In this case the substance deforms plastically at a
Cauchy stress of 18.32 GPa in theX-direction and 9.72
GPa in the Y-direction. Coating was placed on the
substrate having the same strain alongX as in case(i)
with s s15.10 GPa ands s8.86 GPa which werex y

well below the above critical stress values. Fig. 3a
shows a cross-section of part of the substrate and film

after releasing the stress on the substrate. The film
buckled and delaminated, but the delamination occurred
only at certain places at the interface. The deformation
in the top most layer of the film is shown in Fig. 3b. It
is clear that the size of the wrinkles is bigger than that
of case(i) but the buckling mode in the present case is
no longer uni-axially sinusoidal. The application ofsy

created the wavy inY-direction as well.

3.1.3. Substrate under bi-axially equal stresses (s yy

s f1)x

Now the substrate starts to deform plastically at a
Cauchy stress of 13.8 GPa in bothX- andY-directions.
The coating was placed on the substrate having the
same strain alongX as in case(i) with both s andx

s s13.4 GPa which were below the above criticaly

values. Again on releasing the stress the film buckled
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and delaminated. A cross-section of part of the film and
substrate is shown in Fig. 4a and the top most layer of
the film is shown in Fig. 4b. Now it is interesting to
note that the size of the wrinkles becomes larger than
those in both cases(Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2) and the
overall buckling pattern approaches a telephone-cord
like structure as observed in many experiments.

3.2. Discussion

In all the three cases, although the delamination
occurs at the interface, the film tends to attract a layer
of Si atoms. This is because both the C–C interaction
(348 kJ mol ) and the C–Si interaction(285y1

kJ mol ) are greater than the Si–Si interaction(176y1

kJ mol ) w29x so that the Si atoms are attracted towardsy1

the C-film when the film possesses a considerable
bending rigidity. The results show that within each case,
the buckling mode and the size of the wrinkles did not
change significantly, but the pattern became more pro-
nounced, on completely releasing the stress. On the
other hand, the buckling mode did vary with thes yy

s ratio, from mainly a sinusoidal mode withs ys sx y x

0 to a telephone-cord like structure whens ys f1.y x

4. Conclusions

Thin film buckling does occur on the atomic scale
when the compressive stresses in a film are sufficiently
high. The buckling mode varies withs ys , indicatingy x

that the stress ratio is an important factor that influences
the nature of the buckling patterns. It is interesting to
note that the pattern of atomic scale buckling of a thin
film is similar to that observed in micro-scale
experiments.
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